Observations on the taxonomic status of Anopheles sicaulti.
Field and laboratory studies were carried out on populations of Anopheles sicaulti and An. labranchiae from the Moroccan province of Tetouan, in order to evaluate the hypothesis of a specific rank for the former taxon, recently suggested by White (1978). The egg morphology, and particularly the exochorion pattern and the number of float ribs, showed a complete range of variation, from typical sicaulti to typical labranchiae. Females laying "intermediate" eggs are those prevailing in the study area (60.5% of the eggs collected in the Tetouan province were of this type); in some localities (Ben Karriche and Restinga) only such females were observed. The latter finding would indicate a polygenic control of the egg pattern, as the two supposed parental forms do not seem to segregate from the "intermediate" one. No pure labranchiae populations were observed in the study area, while a pure sicaulti sample was found at Kantara. More widespread appears to be the coexistence of the "intermediate" form either with sicaulti (at Mdiq and Beni Yder, in both cases with a ratio of about 1.7:1), or with both sicaulti and labranchiae (at Souk Khemis and Tatoufet, with a ratio of about 2:1:1 in the two cases). These data seem to indicate that in the considered area sicaulti interbreeds freely with labranchiae. Crossing experiments failed to evidence post-mating barriers between the two taxa; fertile hybrids were obtained in the expected numbers. The polytene chromosome studies showed no differences of diagnostic value between sicaulti and labranchiae, that have the same banding pattern. Also the genetic structure, analyzed by means of starch-gel electrophoresis on the basis of 16 gene-enzyme systems appears to be quite similar in the two forms: allele frequencies at the polymorphic loci do not show significant differences. The average Nei's genetic distance found between sicaulti and labranchiae is exceedingly low (D = 0.014); values of the same magnitude were observed between conspecific populations both in An. labranchiae and An. atroparvus (average D = 0.016 in the two cases). The polymorphic loci in the Tatoufet population, that includes the three forms: sicaulti, "intermediate" and labranchiae, are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, indicating that it represents a panmictic unit. The overall picture does not favour a specific rank for sicaulti, that seems rather a local variant of An. labranchiae. The need is stressed for further investigations involving populations living in the Rabat area, from where sicaulti was originally described.